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Abstract—Cloud-based services allow users to outsource their application and infrastructure needs over external datacenter/networking facilities. However, as these offerings gain traction, there is a pressing need to address disaster recovery concerns, particularly for (virtual network) infrastructure services. However, only a handful of studies have looked at designing robust storage/computing/networking service interconnections for such scenarios. Moreover, these efforts have primarily focused on pre-fault protection design and not post-fault recovery. Indeed, the latter concern is of critical importance since physical repairs will likely occur in a time-staged manner. Hence this paper introduces the concept of progressive recovery for cloud-based infrastructure services and presents some of the first solutions in this space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud services provide users with access to vast amounts of external storage, computing, and networking resources. Today many businesses are redeploying their applications to run in the cloud, achieving much-improved cost efficiency and scalability. Moreover, with advances in network virtualization, organizations are also starting to outsource their infrastructure needs, i.e., via infrastructure as a service (IaaS) offerings. Namely, advances in network virtualization [1] allow operators to provision custom virtual network (VN) services. Here, a typical configuration consists of a set of distributed storage/computing resources, i.e., VN nodes, interconnected by a set of bandwidth pipes, i.e., VN links. These VN nodes are embedded onto resource pools at datacenter nodes, and VN links are mapped onto underlying network connections.

Now many studies have looked at mapping VN demands over physical cloud infrastructures comprising of datacenter nodes and interconnecting network substrates [2], i.e., VN embedding (VNE) problem. However, as IaaS services gain traction, reliability and business continuity concerns are coming to the fore. In particular, large disaster events can cause extensive damage to physical facilities, e.g., natural disasters, cascading power outages, malicious weapons of mass destruction (WMD) attacks, etc [3]. In turn, these occurrences can severely disrupt virtualized infrastructure services. Hence several studies have addressed VN survivability design. For example, researchers have proposed backup VN node and link provisioning schemes to recover from single link [4],[5] and single node failures [6],[7]. Others have also looked at disaster recovery with multiple node and link outages [8]-[10].

Nevertheless, the above schemes only focus on pre-provisioning backup resources prior to failures. Although such strategies may suffice for single isolated faults, they cannot guarantee IaaS service recovery against randomized multi-failure disaster events [3],[11]. It is therefore crucial to also consider post-fault restoration schemes to mitigate cloud IaaS (VN service) outages after a disaster. Now damaged infrastructures will likely be repaired in a staged progressive manner as backup resources become available. During these transitions, IaaS setups will still have to offer some level of partial/degraded services support to affected customers. Hence the detailed allocation (scheduling) of repair resources during multiple recovery stages will have a direct impact on service down times and operator penalties. Although some efforts have looked at progressive recovery for point-to-point flows [12],[13], there are no known studies within the context of more complex virtualized infrastructures (IaaS services).

In light of the above, this contribution presents one of the first studies on progressive post-fault disaster recovery for virtualized infrastructure services. The paper is organized as follows. First, Section II presents a brief survey of some related background work. Several new heuristics are then presented in Section III, along with performance evaluation results in Section IV. Conclusions and future work directions are then presented in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Since the VNE design problem is known to be NP-hard [1], researchers have proposed a variety of solutions using optimization and heuristic methods, see survey in [2]. Most schemes here focus on minimizing resource utilization or maximizing carried loads/revenues. Furthermore, survivable VNE design has also been studied. For example, [4] and [5] have proposed link-disjoint path pair schemes for single link failures. Meanwhile, others have also studied VN recovery for single node failures, i.e., [6] presents two protection schemes using single or multiple backup nodes (along with backup VN link routing). Additionally, a more efficient (but also more complex) single node backup scheme is presented in [7] to re-map all nodes after a failure.

Recent studies have also looked at more robust VN disaster recovery schemes for multiple node/link failures. These strategies assume pre-defined disaster regions (a-priori risk models) with given occurrence probabilities and conditional node/link failure rates [11]. For example, [8] and [9] compute separate VN mappings for each region and then condense them using resource sharing. An incremental scheme is also proposed to add backup VN nodes/links to working mappings and protect against each failure region. However, these strategies still give high resource consumption. As a result, [10] proposes more
efficient disaster recovery schemes using region partitioning. Namely, failure regions are separated into two groups and disjoint mappings computed for each (working, protection).

Regardless, the above schemes only focus on pre-provisioning of backup resources. However it is very difficult (if not impossible) to predict all possible failure events and their node and link outages. Hence even the most robust survivability schemes will be vulnerable, and one must consider post-fault recovery strategies. Namely, infrastructure repairs will likely occur in a staged, progressive manner as backup resources become available. Hence there is a pressing need to develop progressive recovery schemes to carefully allocate/schedule resources and improve post-fault VN performance. This issue is now addressed further.

III. PROGRESSIVE RECOVERY SCHEMES

Progressive recovery focuses on multi-stage resource placement. Before detailing the related solutions, however, the required notation is introduced. Namely, the physical cloud substrate is given by a graph $G_s=(V_s,E_s)$, where $V_s$ is the set of datacenter nodes, and $E_s$ is the set of network links. Here each node $v_i \in V_s$ has maximum resource capacity of $R^\text{max}$ units, and each physical substrate link $e_i \in E_s$ has maximum bandwidth of $B^\text{max}$ units. Meanwhile, an IaaS service request (i.e., VN demand) is represented by the graph, $G_v=(V_v,E_v)$, where $V_v$ is the set of virtual nodes and $E_v$ is the set of virtual links. Without loss of generality, each VN node $v_i \in V_v$ requires $r_i$ in node resources, and each VN link $e_i \in E_v$ requires $b_i$ in bandwidth capacity.

Meanwhile, a disaster event occurs at $T_0$ and is followed by a series of recovery stages at times $T_i$, $i=1,2,\ldots,T_n$, where $T_i > T_{i+1}$, see Figure 1. The resource levels of all failed nodes and links drop to zero after the initial disaster event and then start to increase as repair resources are installed during the recovery stages (until full recovery). Therefore all failed or partially-recovered physical nodes and links in stage $i$ are eligible to receive repair resources, and these are denoted by the sets $F^0_i$ and $E^0_i$, respectively (where $F^0_i$ and $E^0_i$ are the initial set of failed physical nodes and links). Hence the initial node resource loss is given by $X_0 = \sum_{v_i \in F^0_i} R_i$ and is followed by $Y_0 = \sum_{e_i \in E^0_i} B_i$ (Figure 1). Finally, the amount of datacenter repair resources received in the $i$-th stage is given by $X_i$ (e.g., computing racks, storage disks) and the amount of link bandwidth repair resources is given by $Y_i$ (e.g., optical link transponders, switching line card units). It is also assumed that all resources are assigned at the integral granularity level.

Several progressive recovery heuristics are now presented. These schemes first distribute incoming repair resources to affected nodes/links and then use any standard VNE algorithms to re-map failed VN nodes/links (IaaS services). Now one of the main objectives here is to try to allocate resources to minimize the duration of service disruption, i.e., or maximize the number of recovered VN demands in each stage. To better achieve this aim, the schemes only consider eligible nodes that are one hop away from one/more working or partially-recovered nodes, i.e., candidate node set, $F^*_i \subseteq F^0_i$. Similarly, only eligible links with non-failed endpoint nodes are considered, i.e., candidate link set, $F^*_i \subseteq F^0_i$. This selectivity improves the chances that repair resources are accessible from working nodes/links more quickly. Consider the details.

A. Random Placement (RP)

This scheme performs random placement and is used for baseline comparison. Namely, node repair resources in stage $i$ ($X_i$) are assigned to a random (failed, partially-recovered) candidate node in $F^*_i$. Similarly, link repair resources ($Y_i$) are assigned to a random candidate link in $F^*_i$ interconnecting two candidate nodes. If there are any leftover resources here, then the procedure is repeated for other randomly-selected nodes (links) until all resources are assigned or all candidate nodes (links) are restored to their pre-fault capacities.

B. Physical Node/Link-Degree (P-NLD)

This scheme assigns resources based upon (static) physical node degrees in the original working network. The aim here is to try to recover nodes with higher connectivity as they may provide more available routes to restore demands. Hence incoming node repair resources in stage $i$ are assigned to the candidate node in $F^*_i$ with the highest node degree in $G_v=(V_v,E_v)$. Next, the candidate links in $F^*_i$ are ordered by decreasing node degrees of their end-point nodes, and link repair resources are directed to the most-connected link. As per the RP scheme, this process is also repeated for any leftover/unused repair resources.

C. Virtual Node/Link-Degree (V-NLD)

This scheme assigns resources to candidate nodes based upon their dynamic IaaS (VN demand) load levels prior to the failure. The goal here is to place resources at damaged network regions carrying the most load and hence accelerate recovery of failed VN demands. Namely, the candidate nodes in stage $i$, $F^*_i$, are first ordered by decreasing VN load (measured in terms of embedded VN nodes). The first node is then selected for resource placement. Similarly, candidate links in $F^*_i$ are ordered by decreasing number of carried VN link connections (prior to failure), and link repair resources are assigned to the one carrying the highest load. These assignments are repeated for any leftover resources to speed up recovery.

---

**Fig. 1.** Progressive recovery stages (case of node resources shown)
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Progressive recovery is tested using custom-developed models in the OPNETModeler\textsuperscript{TM} simulation tool. All tests are done for a 48 node/118 link topology in which substrate nodes have 100 units of capacity and substrate links have 10,000 units of bandwidth. VN requests are also specified as random graphs averaging 3-5 nodes and 4-7 links each (generated via Inet topology tool). All VN nodes require between 10-20 units of capacity (uniform), and all VN links require between 50-1,000 units of bandwidth (uniform). Requests arrive randomly (exponential, mean 60 sec) and have infinite duration. These values model realistic long-standing IaaS setups. Furthermore, an average of $X_i=100$ ($Y_i=20,000$) units of node (link) repair resources are delivered in each stage, and all (partially-failed) VN demands are re-mapped using the single-stage VNE heuristic in [14] (albeit any other algorithm can be used).

Tests are done for a large disaster region failing close to 30% of nodes/links near the network center, and all results are averaged over 10 runs. Foremost, Figure 2 plots the average percentage of fully-restored failed VN demands during the successive stages, i.e., restoration rate. These results indicate full physical network recovery after 17 stages, with the more selective node degree strategies yielding much faster virtual network recovery. For example, the P-NLD and V-NLD schemes give 10-15% higher recovery rates during the middle stages. However, the dynamic V-NLD scheme does not necessarily outperform the static P-NLD scheme. In addition, no scheme achieves full (i.e., 100%) VN recovery, since re-mapping prior demands over partially-recovered substrates yields different (i.e., less efficient) embeddings.

Meanwhile, Figure 3 plots the average path lengths of the recovered VN links, i.e., to measure bandwidth utilization. Here the baseline random (RP) scheme gives slightly lower hop count values than the other two strategies, particularly during the middle recovery stages. This is expected since this scheme gives lower VN restoration rates and thereby consumes fewer bandwidth resources. Meanwhile, the P-NLD and V-NLD schemes exhibit very close performances, with the latter showing slightly larger usages in the final recovery stages.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

This paper presents one of the first studies on progressive recovery for cloud-based infrastructure (network virtualization) services. The problem is introduced and several heuristic algorithms are proposed using random, physical node degree, and virtual load information to place repair resources. Overall, the findings indicate that the latter two strategies give faster recovery of failed demands. This contribution provides a good framework from which to expand in to more detailed studies using formal optimization and meta-heuristic strategies.
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